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Forewords
It is almost a year now since we moved
from The Bannut and, although we
miss our garden very much, we are glad
we made the move when we did. The
borders of Erica carnea that we have
planted to edge the front drive of our
new home, are flourishing, and making
us feel more at home. The new owner of
The Bannut is a keen and knowledgeable gardener, and, as a bonus, is also a
trained pastry chef – apparently he and
his wife have always wanted to own a
tea-room. So we are confidently
expecting exceptionally good afternoon
teas at The Bannut in the future! If you
are ever in beautiful Herefordshire and
would like to visit the garden, you
should still be able to find out what is
happening
by
going
to
www.bannut.co.uk, but, if you are in
area please call on us as well. Although
‘Rosemary House’ sounds rather like a
home for the bewildered, we are still
reasonably compos mentis.
Please note that our email address is
dandmeverett@gmail.com.
Daphne Everett

Chairmans piece
Having just returned from a break in
France which included a couple of
visits to garden centres (just for a
change), it was noticeable the very
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limited range of heather cultivars
offered for sale, essentially just the
popular range of Erica × darleyensis
that we also have in the UK.  The
same plantsare the only ones visible
occasionally in gardens and window
boxes or in roadside plantings.
 Whilst it isevident that gardening
is not of such avid interest in France,
when compared to the UK, I
continue to question in which
direction the heather market here, at
home, is going. The most popular
flower colours are undoubtably the
vivid reds, purples and whites
leaving the pastel colours in the
proverbial shade. The market, as a
rule, is led by the consumer and they
will purchase the best of what is
most conspicuous on the shelf on the
day of their visit. This selection is in
the hands of the garden-centre plantbuyers, and heathers have to
compete against numerous other
plants for shelf space in the
"plantaria" display.
 Fortunately in the UK we have a
residual number of enthusiastic
gardeners, including this Society's
members, who may, hopefully, delay
the decline of interest in cultivars on
offer, and remain a nucleus of
gardeners displaying the best of
British
heather
gardens,
and
supporting the specialist nurseries
that stock a broad range of cultivars.
David Edge
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Society news & events
Annual Gatherings 10–14 September
2015: The Leenane Hotel, County
Galway, Ireland
There has been a very positive
response
from
members.
Consequently, only a very few
reserved rooms are still available. If
you are still considering joining us, it
would be wise to contact me as soon
as possible at susiek@gofree.indigo.ie
or by telephone (00353 95 43575).
 The programme is almost complete
and will include three interesting
speakers plus visits to Kylemore
Abbey, the Connemara National Park
at Letterfrack and a private heather
garden in Connemara; plus the
opportunity to view heathers in their
natural habitats. Should you require
some exercise there will be an option
for a fabulous walk along Killary
Fjord; the easy option will follow the
same route, but by boat.
 The cost will be UK£285 which
includes all accommodation for four
nights, meals, entrance fees, tips and
speakers. It is quoted in UK pounds to
facilitate the majority of delegates, who
will make their payment to The
Heather Society in the usual manner.
Should you wish to pay in Euro, please
contact me as above and I will be able
to give you the necessary details. (Full
payment must be made by 31 July and
should be sent to The Administrator.)
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 If you require help with your travel
arrangements, please contact me. It is
hoped that a bus will be available from
Ireland West International Airport
(Knock) to The Leenane Hotel.
 Connemara is a magical place to
visit with its myriad lakes and
spectacular mountains, and the sea
close by. The wild flora boasts at least
seven species of heather, most of which
will be in flower during our Gathering.
It may seem a long way to travel, but,
hopefully, you will not be disappointed
and will go home relaxed and
rejuvenated after spending a few days
in beautiful Connemara.
Susie Kay

 Council Members very much look
forward to John's input in the
management of the Society.

Societys business
Phil Joyner

A request to help at the 2015
RHS Hampton Court Flower Show
The Heather Society has put on a
display, with a sales stand, for the last
two years at the RHS Hampton Court
Flower Show, within the Floral
Marquee. The display has been
designed and erected by the Society's
Chairman, David Edge, and his
nursery staff, and run with the support
of David, his staff and a handful of
members, mainly Council members.
 The Society is to put up a stand at
the 2015 Hampton Court Flower Show
during the period 30 June to 5 July. In
order to run the stand and give a break
to those members manning it a
minimum of three persons are
required, two to man the stand at any
one time and one person to go off and
have a break. The Society is allocated

Hon. Secretary

Council membership
The Council of the Heather Society is
pleased to welcome John Hall as a coopted member. Under rule 6d John
will retire at the next AGM and then
be eligible for election to Council. John
Hall is the proprietor of John Hall
Plants and has been very much an
active member of the Society, involved
with the Society's appearances at the
RHS Hampton Court Flower Shows
and events at the RHS Garden, Wisley.
John is the author of an article on
winter heathers in the February 2015
edition of The Garden (see p. 11).

An action from the 2014 AGM
An action on the part of the Heather
Society Council, requested at the 2014
AGM, was that members should have
sight of the signed-off 2013 account
sheets and Independent Examiner's
report. Council agreed to include those
documents with the 2015 Spring
Bulletin mailing. To that end please find
the relevant documents printed on the
address sheet for this Bulletin. The
Annual Report for 2013 was issued
with the notice for the 2014 AGM.
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free entry tickets on each of the six
days, so this is an opportunity for free
entry to the Show and an opportunity
for a look-around the site during the
breaks. This may be especially
appealing to those members within
easy travelling distance of Hampton
Court. Therefore I request interested
members who are willing to put their
names forward to contact me, so that a
rota can be created to cover the six
days. The manning of the stand
involves selling heather plants and
chatting to members of the public
about growing heathers. Don't be put
off if you think your knowledge is
limited, as you have your own
experiences to impart. The opening
times, to the public, are 10am to 7.30pm
(4.30pm on Sunday) although those
persons manning the stand can enter
the site earlier.
 Please contact me if you are
interested in helping using my contact
details printed elsewhere in this
Bulletin. Please indicate which day(s)
you would be able to attend.

Gesellschaft der
Heidefreunde
The German heather society does not
exist any more; Gesellschaft der
Heidefreunde e.V. closed down on 31
December 2014. Founded in 1976 by
about 30 heather enthusiasts, the
"Friends of heather" (Heidefreunde)
quickly became more numerous and
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the
society
(Gesellschaft
der
Heidefreunde e.V ) was registered in
1981. At the end of the twentieth
century, the "Friends of heather" were
quite active (see Heathers 10).  Many
members grew heathers for sale and it
was then easy to buy heather plants
for the garden. At its peak,
Gesellschaft der Heidefreunde had
over 300 members, but we all become
older and, unfortunately, the younger
people are not so interested in
heathers and are even less interested
in growing them. So, it became
somewhat difUcult to Und sources for
special sorts of heather, and fewer and
fewer members showed up at
meetings Eventually, Der Heidegarten
formed the only connection between
the remaining Friends but it was
difUcult to get articles to sustain the
publication. Therefore, when new
elections for the board were necessary,
no member was willing to take over
this job. That was the point when we
all decided to close down Gesellschaft
der Heidefreunde, but we all hope that
we will meet again as friends of
heather.
Renate Harringer

Website news
The new Heather Society website goes
live in February. The look and feel is
very different from the old website, but
most of the information has been
retained.
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 The main difference is a new
section for MEMBERS ONLY from
which you will be able to log in, pay
subscriptions using credit or debit
cards via PayPal. In addition, you will
be able to view and download back
issues of the Bulletins, access the
cuttings exchange programme and
browse Society records. As time
permits, this area will be extended to
add value to your membership.
 Login to the new area requires
your email ID, as registered by the
Administrator. You will also need a
password (sorry, yet another, but it is
necessary). There will be an item
published in the News section of the
website to describe how you set your
password.
 The cultivar lists in the Heathers
section will be populated with images of
heathers, as they become available. Good
quality images are always sought by our
Administrator, Dr Charles Nelson for the
website, annual DVD, etc.
 The Growing and Aftercare FAQ
area in the Heathers section now
includes good Beginners Guide to
Growing Heathers courtesy of
Daphne Everett.
 The Gardens area in the Heathers
section has some ideas where you can
see heathers growing and have an
interesting day pursuing your passion.
 The new website is now compatible
with tablet and touch screen devices
and links to our Facebook page.
 Hope you like the changes.
Dave Brown
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Tippitiwitchet Log
Charles Nelson
New members
We welcome the following members
who have joined since October 2014
Mrs Jan Ashby, Farnham, Surrey
Mrs Renate Harringer, Hamburg,
Germany
Ståle Sørensen, Furnes, Norway
Mr Stewart Hall, Surbiton, Surrey
Mrs Margaret Welch, Whistley Down,
Devon
2015 yearbook,Heathers12
The 2015 yearbook is to be mailed out
by the Society's printer about the end
of March. This new arrangement is yet
another means of trying to reduce the
Society's costs. It will only be sent to
those members who have paid their
subscriptions.
 There is the usual mix of
interesting articles, including Daphne
Everett's history of The Bannut, Ted
Oliver on last year's Ueld trip in
Galicia, James Mackay on his third
Aberdeenshire
heather
garden,
Richard Canovan on chalk heath, Mike
Pirie on tree heathers and heather
trees (see p. 12) ... and more.
2015 subscriptions
Thank you to all those who have
renewed their subscriptions. At the
time of writing, late January, only twothirds of the subscriptions have been
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renewed. If you are one of the
members from whom no subscription
has been received there will be a
reminder in thisBulletin. In case your
bank has informed you that a UK
standing order payment has been
rejected, please check that your
standing order is correctly set up, for
Lloyds. Our former Bank of Scotland
account has been closed.
... and Fnally, fromHeather clippings
In recent years we have seen the world
of heathers radically changed. It is not
that there are no heathers in garden
centres
or
nurseries
or
even
supermarkets – they are there by the
million, often without any labels. BudVoweringCallunadominate, and those
sold in the UK usually are imported
from Germany or the Netherlands.
Almost all are treated as disposable
"annuals", to be thrown away when
their "life" has ended. We need not
discuss why they died! Quite a few are
dead even before they are sold. The
saddest sights are the "reduced to
clear!" trays of half-price, longdeparted lings.
 The origins of this dramatic
alteration lie in the Catholic tradition
of decorating family graves at All
Saints-tide as shown in Sandy Slonim's
photograph taken near Salzburg,
Austria (thanks to Sandy for providing
the picture; there are more of her
photographs
in  Heather
clippingsJanuary 2015).
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Group News
All members are welcome to attend any of
the local group events
Home Counties Group
On Saturday 25 October members
gathered outside the café in front of the
entrance to Wisley Garden. I arrived at
around 10.45 with a new THS member,
Rachel Chilton, who I had agreed to
meet near Wandsworth Town Station to
give her a lift by car to Wisley. Lesley
Whayman at the RHS had kindly
advertised the event in The Garden so
we were hoping some non-members
might join us. John Hall had kindly
arranged to sell heather plants on the
day and as a special incentive any new
members joining then would receive a
special six-pack of heathers free.
 We walked up to the National
Collection at Howard’s Field and were
greeted by Andy Collins and Stewart
Hall. Much to our pleasure we were
joined by three non-members who had
seen the advertisement in The Garden.
 Meanwhile John was setting up his
stall at the Hillside Event Centre.
 Andy and Stewart described the
National Collection, whilst our guests
and new member Rachel had many
questions to ask about the growing of
heathers; soil suitability, when to
plant, when to take cuttings, whether
to prune? We were pleased to see
Pamela Lee, our Vice-President, had
been able to join us on the day. She
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later informed me that her daughter
had recognized one of the THS
members in the photograph as one of
her teachers. A lovely story!
 The weather was gloriously sunny
and warm for late October and
because of the mild October weather
we were blessed with seeing both the
late summer heathers (Calluna and
Erica cinerea, E. vagans and E.
manipuli5ora in Vower, albeit fading,
with newly opened Vowers on E.
carnea, E. × darleyensis and E. ×
oldenburgensis.
After
a
group
photograph we made our way to the
restaurant for lunch.
 After lunch we convened at the
Hillside Event Centre for a talk by
Merci Morris of Plant Heritage. THS
members and guests were busy
buying heather plants from John
Hall’s impressive display. Merci talked
about the recent scheme that Plant
Heritage had set up in order to help
conserve collections of plants, called
Plant Guardians.
 Across Britain and Ireland there are
dedicated gardeners who are charged
with being holders of collections of a
particular plant group, usually a single
genus. These National Collection
holders are responsible for the upkeep,
record-keeping, propagation and often
distribution of all the plants in their
collection. The National Heather
Collection at Wisley Garden represents
the foremost collection of heathers in
the United Kingdom. However, Merci
suggested that under new criteria it is
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possible to have collections that
contain cultivars of just one species, or
even a small specialized collection
such as African Erica (Cape heaths).
 Having a large collection to
maintain can be onerous and timeconsuming and so Plant Heritage has
developed the Plant Guardians
scheme whereby individual gardeners
can take responsibility for a single
cultivar (or a few). They will need to
register with Plant Heritage and agree
to have at least three plants of the
cultivar(s) of which they are guardian.
They will also allow members to take
cuttings of the plant. This scheme
seems to be an ideal way in which
THS members can obtain those elusive
species and cultivars. How often have
you logged on to PlantUnder only to
Und the heather you are looking for is
not available? So I would encourage as
many members as possible to take
responsibility for a species or cultivar
that you have, that is not widely
available, and to share it with others.
 For more details please consult the
Plant Heritage website:
http://
www.nccpg.co/Plant-Guardians.aspx
 Afterwards I showed a few
photographs of the Ueld trip to Spain
organized by Dr Jaimé Fagundez,
showing the various habitats which
we visited, coastline, marsh, mountain
and boggy plateau. We saw nine
species of Erica as well as Calluna and
Daboecia cantabrica.
Barry Sellers
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Yorkshire Group
TheRHSwill now allow us two free
meetings a year, rather than three, I
have booked the  Wolfson  Room
at  RHS Harlow Carr for  Saturday 21
March 2015  and the Jubilee Room
for  Saturday 26 September 2015. The
meetings will start at2.30 pmas usual.
These dates are a little later than usual,
the Urst in the hope of avoiding the
snow, which regularly falls on the
afternoon of our Urst meeting of the
year, and the autumn one, to allow
members to have a holiday in Ireland
following the annual gathering of the
Society. That is, if they are not
involved with their local show.
No programme is planned as yet for
these two meetings but we are more
than happy to receive suggestions. We
are a very small group of mature
members so we can neither justify nor
afford to pay a speaker.

At our third meeting in May we
plan to visit the Himalayan Garden at
TheHutts,Grewelthorpenear Ripon,
North Yorkshire.  Hutts  is a Norse
word meaning the head of the valley
and as its name suggests the garden is
full of  ericaceous  plants but not
necessarily heathers. The garden is
open from  25 April until  13 June;
meanwhile I feel sure they will not
mind this garden being advertised:
 Opened in 2005, The Himalayan Garden
and Sculpture Park is a 20-acre woodland
garden in a spectacular setting approximately
6 miles from Masham and Ripon. A rich
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tapestry of spring colour, the garden is teeming
with a fabulous array of plants cloaking the
steep hillsides from the valley floor up to the
house which sits at 850ft above sea level.
 Streams meander through the gardens
valleys leading down to peaceful lakes. The
recently installed pagoda, built in Bali, sits
beautifully at the edge of Magnolia Lake
adding the final touch to the beautiful
reflections.
 The garden is home to an extensive
collection of rare Rhododendrons and
Himalayan plants, nestled among mass
plantings of showy hybrids.
 Lovely swathes of spring bulbs drift
through the garden providing early colour.
Charming native bluebells and groundcovering perennials complete the picture later
in the season creating a characterful
understory and knitting the whole garden
together.
 There may be a fourth meeting or
visit but this will be decided in March
or May according to members views.
Whatever decision is taken I will ask
the administrator to advertise the
event on the website.
Jean Preston
North East Group
Even though we have had some pretty
wintry weather, with gales, frost and
sleet, our winter heathers have braved
it all and are beginning to show colour.
So we are hoping for a really good
show. There are few plants that can
stand up to these conditions and come
up smiling.
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 With no other news, it just remains
for me to wish all our fellow members a
Happy New Year and a good summer.
Dorothy Warner

Philomath frolickings
Ella May Wulff
My parents were teachers, as was my
godmother, my mother's sister and her
favourite cousin. Naturally, I was
expected to become a teacher. Just as
naturally, I was determined not to be a
teacher. But teaching must be in my
genes, because when I learn about
something, I want to share that
knowledge with others.
 If "a picture is worth a thousand
words", then a good way to teach is to
show pictures that illustrate the points
to be made. Although the gardens I
create are about beauty and utility,
when possible, I plant lessons, too.
 Thus when I learned that Canadian
heather-breeder David Wilson had
successfully crossed Erica erigena 'Irish
Dusk' with E. carnea 'Treasure Trove' to
create a previously unavailable colour
of E. × darleyensis – a clear pink
without a hint of blue, I decided that it
would be fun to plant 'Irish Treasure',
his Urst introduction from that cross,
near its parents in my garden. Then
people could see at a glance how
parental traits combine in their
offspring.
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 Erica erigena 'Irish Dusk' is a
compact cultivar of the species, easily
recognizable even when not in Vower
by its distinctive, very dark grey-green
foliage. It is also one of the earliest to
show colour (THS Colour Chart H15),
sometimes in late fall but most years at
least by early winter. The fully
developed Vower colour (by late
winter) is a strong clear pink (H7).
With the exception of the similarly
coloured 'Irish Salmon', this contrasts
(some would say clashes) markedly
with the Vower colour of other pink
erigenas, which are blue pinks.
Consequently, 'Irish Dusk' is best
planted
with
summer-Vowering
heathers separating it from the bluishpink winter/spring bloomers.
 If one wished to create a darleyensis
without blue in its pink, E. carnea
'Treasure Trove' would be the logical
choice to mate with 'Irish Dusk'. The
Vowers of 'Treasure Trove' also have
no blue hues, though they are a much
lighter salmon than those of 'Irish
Dusk'. Like 'Irish Dusk', it is one of the
more compact forms of its species,
being slow to increase, at least in my
garden. I wish it had a little more
vigour, but its unusual colour makes it
worth keeping.
 Erica × darleyensis 'Irish Treasure' is,
like its name, a melding of 'Irish Dusk
and 'Treasure Trove'. It is very compact
for a darleyensis – in fact, David Wilson
and David Small selected it for
introduction precisely because of its
compact growth habit – though it is
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still considerably taller than E. carnea.
Its Vowers are intermediate in
intensity between the pale salmon of
'Treasure Trove' and the deep hues of
'Irish Dusk'. Best of all, in my garden
these Vowers may begin to open as
early as October, though they don't
develop their deepest colour until
March.
 A few years after introducing 'Irish
Treasure', David Wilson introduced its
sibling 'Winter Treasure', which grows
taller than 'Irish Treasure' and has a
stronger colour. There is one other
clear pink cultivar of E. × darleyensis
available, David Edge's introduction
'Phoebe', a garden seedling that he
believes has the same parentage as
David Wilson's introductions and
which has very dark grey-green
foliage like that of 'Irish Dusk'.
Gardeners looking for something a
little
different
in
the
colour
department would do well to seek out
one of these cultivars. Better yet, plant
all three together and let us know
which performs best in your garden.

RHS Af*liated Societies
events
RHS Wisley: 6 November 2014:
Plant breeding
On 6 November I attended a new event
organized by the RHS. Held in the
Hillside Event Centre it brought together
a number of speakers talking about their
experiences of plant breeding.
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 It was interesting to hear about the
work of nurserymen in their quest to
breed different types of flowers. Also the
role of plant breeder’s rights was
discussed. There are a few heathers that
are protected in this way.
Barry Sellers
RHS Wisley 27 November 2014:
Annual gathering
Barry Sellers and I attended the
Workshop at the Hillside Centre,
Wisley. Jim Marshall, introducing it,
drew attention to the RHS posters for
many of the societies (but not for The
Heather Society yet). Then, after
sessions by the new Director of
Horticulture and an update by Sarah
Cook on the Plants for the Future
Workshop, held on 6 November, four
societies gave an overview of what
they do, their aims, objectives and
challenges, not least membership.
After lunch and networking there was
a Science Update by John David.
 Among RHS investments for 2015
and beyond are Harlow Carr and
Wisley, where a master-plan for a new
hub is proposed, which will involve
relocation of the glasshouses to
provide a new building for science
libraries, education and exhibitions.
Some changes have been made to the
procedures for the awarding and
rescinding of AGMs. Plant committees
can arrange their own regular reviews
(in addition to the ten-year review),
appoint a forum of experts or, where
urgent changes are needed due to
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discovery of a disease, legislation on
invasive plants, where an outstanding
cultivar emerges, etc. round the table.
To appear in the Plant Finder,
published in April, awards will have
to be ratiUed in October. In 2014 there
were 36 trials (including offsite) and in
2015 there are 30.
 The EU Plant Reproductive
Material proposal was rejected by
MEPs and it is being redrafted. Final
lists of invasive non-native species are
still being generated for legislation.
The Nogoya Protocol on access and
beneUt sharing has been adopted: this
was
aimed
at
pharmaceutical
companies but affects horticulture.
 The Plants for the Future Workshop
will be on 19–22 June. The November
workshop, which was successful and
well attended, established longer term
objectives. These were to showcase
work of British breeders and to
increase networking between breeders
and the trade.
 The presentations by the Hardy
Plant, British Clematis and British
Fuchsia societies, and the RHS Fruit
Group were much welcomed and full
of interest. All have websites. The
Clematis Society and British Fuchsia
Society both use PayPal on their
websites as we are planning. The latter
has set up a Twitter account and a
survey of their age groups revealed
the importance of being on the web for
the young while providing for older
members who are living longer. The
Hardy Plant Society is also on Twitter
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and Facebook, but has membership of
over 7,000 and subscriptions lower
than ours. They have a 2,000 page
website with 43 local groups and
monthly meetings! But all four face
falling memberships. Saving postage
by emailing newsletters came up in
the presentations and subsequent
discussion but there was a need to
produce hard copy for some members
without email access and for public
meetings. Direct debits also came up:
they retain members but are expensive
– Easy Collect cost the Rhododendron
Society £600 but members did not
reply while 30% of those who did sign
up still pay standing orders! At future
workshops other societies will have
the opportunity to speak if they wish.
 The Science Update presented by
Dr John David set out the RHS's
strategy for 2014–2019. This involves
the development of a global
knowledge bank on gardening and
garden plants, plant health in gardens,
gardening in a changing world and
plant science for all – plants, people
and the planet. Everybody found this
useful with important messages about
taxonomy and mis-naming – the latter
is vital to avoid legislation on invasive
plants controlling the wrong plant.
 In discussion there was support for
more time being devoted to plant
societies and questions, answers and
discussion. The uses different societies
made of social media was welcomed.
Richard Canovan
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Media Watch
Don’t miss the February issue of The
Garden (RHS), which has a superb 6page article entitled "Winning Ways
with Winter Heathers", written by
Heather Society  member John Hall,
of John Hall Plants.
 In his article, John covers all
aspects of growing and maintaining
winter heathers. He points out, among
other
things,
their
ease
of
maintenance, their tolerance of soil
types and conditions, and the
wonderful job the Vowers do in
providing a much needed food source
for pollinating insects, at a time when
food is short.
 In the beautiful photographs
illustrating the article, John clearly
demonstrates the many  ways that
winter heathers can be used – from
winter-Vowering  tubs and window
boxes, to  companion planting  with
spring bulbs and shrubs, as colourful
weed-smothering ground cover, or a
very effective roof garden, and, for the
most ambitious, a green wall. Twenty
different Erica carnea and E. ×
darleyensis are fully described and
clearly illustrated.
 John Unishes his article by
reminding his readers just what
superb value heathers are. He makes
the very valid point that a two-year
old plant will generally cost less than a
cup of coffee and will live healthily for
more than 50 years.
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 In fact, the February edition of the
Garden is a cornucopia of heathery
mentions: In an article on
winter plant combinations
at Bressingham Gardens,
by Adrian Bloom, there is
reference to heathers in a
photograph entitled "Add
vibrant heathers", with a
picture of Pinus mugo
‘Winter Gold’, interwoven
with Erica carnea ‘Pink
Spangles’ and ‘Myretoun
Ruby’. The "Jobs to do in
February" page instructs
readers to plant early
Vowering heathers, as
they are bee magnets and
will grow in any soil.
There is also a third of a
page given over to Erica
propagation and a short news item on
an RHS trial of the 100 best heathers (I
hope to have further information
about this in the Summer Bulletin).
Daphne Everett

Heather samples required
This is an illustrated begging note: we
are involved in a research project
using DNA sequence data to
investigate the origins of the
spectacular diversity of Erica (see
recent issues of Heathers).
 Heather Society members have
already contributed a good number of
samples of European species for our
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analyses. We are extremely grateful,
but, of course, we want more. We have
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put together a map to illustrate a
number of gaps in our sampling –
interesting (but occasionally more or
less inaccessible) areas where we
know that particular species occur, but
from which we have not been able to
obtain material. With these areas
particularly – but not exclusively – in
mind, we would like to put out a
request on behalf of our research team:
to anyone planning his or her holidays
in heather country in the forthcoming
Vowering season, we would be very
interested to hear from you.
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